Welcome!
Hi Parrot talkers!

Autumn 2012

Well there’s certainly lots happening at Bosisto’s...
including the launch of an exciting new online resource
full of natural uses and top tips.

> FREE Laundry Powder!
> Bosisto's Top Tip

Plus, the Bosisto’s Laundry Powder sample offer is
back
by popular demand… so get in quick for your FREE
sample.
Enjoy!

> Product Spotlight

Product Spotlight

The Bosisto's Team
FREE Bosisto's Laundry Powder!
Have you tried Bosisto’s
Laundry Powder yet?
We’re giving away FREE
samples to all Parrot
talkers
and their friends.
All you have to do is ‘Like’
Bosisto’s Eucalyptus
on Facebook – it’s that
easy!
Bosisto’s Laundry Powder
is
a 100% eco-friendly
concentrate which
harnesses the grime
busting power of natural
eucalyptus oil, to leave
clothes clean and fresh.
The gentle formula is
perfect for sensitive
skin and it contains no
fillers,
harsh chemicals or
bleaches.
Click here for your FREE
sample!
Click here to share this
offer
with a friend.

Discover what all the 'fans'
are raving about…
Bosisto’s Pre-Wash Stain Remover.
Recently re-introduced to Woolworths
by popular demand, this natural wonder contains pure
Bosisto’s Eucalyptus Oil,
with no harmful chemicals, and has the amazing ability to cut
through even the toughest stains.
And its secret weapon?
A built-in applicator - genius!
Click here to find out more.

Bosisto's Top Tip
Love having your pets indoors but don’t love
the odours they can leave behind?
Bosisto’s Lavender Spray is perfect for masking
pet odours and keeping pet bedding, furnishings
and upholstery fresh and fragrant. The soothing
natural scent is calming for pets (and humans!)
and is especially suitable for animals sensitive
to chemical fragrances.
Visit FGB’s new Natural Uses pages for more
terrific tips. From pet uses to gardening, colds
and flu to arthritis… there’s something for
everyone!

Bosisto's is turning 160!

Can you feel the party atmosphere
in the air? We are gearing up for a celebration like no other
because this
year Bosisto’s is 160 Years Young!
Be on the lookout for commemorative Bosisto’s Eucalyptus
Oil and stay tuned
for exciting giveaways and loads of
birthday fun!
Click here to find out more.
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